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Abstract
Scientific discovery is the most ambitious form of problem
solving, one that attends to sets of examples rather than individual ones. ;ts goal is to identify novel, useful information that further develops a body of scientific <nowledge.
This paper considers the building bloc<s of automated scientific discovery and ways to control their interactions.

Given the right !ep!esent'ti)n (way to describe <nowledge), discovery becomes nearly effortless. Bor example,
two classic papers demonstrate that new representations
are the <ey to understanding an entire class of problems
(Amarel, 19F8; Anzai and Simon, 1979). More recently, a
subLect, intrigued by a challenge posed in a lecture, formulated 7 representations of the game tree for a simple game
in 2N hours. Oe discovered, with the final one, a simple
way to extract a perfect strategy for an entire class of
games (Epstein, 200N). ;n all three cases, discovery was
driven by new representations. Burther evidence comes
from great mathematicians who retrospectively chronicle
their own discoveries (e.g., (Oardy, 1972; Pascal, 19FN;
PoincarS, 1970)). They often describe visual imagery that
re-represented <nowledge they had already been pondering. Chess masters have reported similar phenomena.
These new representations are often replete with flashing
lights or bright colors that focus attention in Lust the right
place, much li<e the UahaVW experiences of cartoon characters. This paper considers what must be represented for
automated scientific discovery, and how those representations impact a programXs ability to reason and explore.

The Building Blocks
Scientists thin< about *)n*epts+ sets of elements with some
commonality, such as Uacyclic graphW or Udog.W The ,ene!'l *)n*ept is a superset of all the concepts under consideration. ;n biology, the general concept is Uliving organism;W in graph theory the general concept is Ugraph.W The
power set (i.e., the set of all subsets) of the general concept
is the d)m'in of interest.
An e1'mple is a member of the general concept, and is
defined by the details that ma<e it a member. A dog is a
particular creature defined by its physical manifestation; a
graph is an ordered pair of sets, where the second (the
ed,es) is pairs of elements from the first (the 2e!ti*es). A
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representation of an example captures those details in a description. The same example can be represented in more
than one way, however. A graph can be represented either
by lists of its vertices and edges, or by a s3et*4, which depicts each variable as a uniYue dot and each edge between
two variables as a line that Loins the corresponding pair of
dots. A p!)pe!t5 of an example is a statement that the example is a member of some concept more specific than the
domainXs general one. Bor example, a graph is connected
(has the property of connectedness) if it is a member of the
set of all graphs with a single connected component.
Zf course, a body of scientific <nowledge is more than a
collection of concepts. ;ts richness lies in the relations that
lin< its concepts to one another. Examples of relations include Uall dogs have tailsW and Uall trees are acyclic
graphs.W There are two <inds of relations[ theorems and
conLectures. A t4e)!em is a relation with a p!))7, an argument that reasons correctly from true premises to a true
conclusion. A *)n8e*t9!e is a relation for which there is extensive evidence, but no proof.
\ecause discovery concepts are sets, the most obvious
relations among them are set relations, particularly Usubset.W Subsets are the basis of ontological hierarchies (e.g.,
Udogs are mammalsW and Utrees are acyclicW) that lin<
<nown concepts together. Subsets can also demonstrate
concept eYuivalence, such as Utrees are the same as acyclic
connected graphs.W Zther relations are more li<ely to be
domain-dependent, such as Ushare a recent evolutionary
ancestorW or Ucontain some representative as a subgraph.W
Scienti8ic discover9 $ines new eQa$%les 8or %revio&sl9
&ndetected conce%ts and relationsH A new eQa$%le $a9 Re
interesting Reca&se it is so di88erent 8ro$ %rior eQ%erience0
t6at is0 it is a $e$Rer o8 8ew conce%ts in t6e @nowledge
str&ct&re ot6er t6an t6e general oneH A new eQa$%le also
%rovides t6e o%%ort&nit9 to con8ir$ eQisting conSect&res
and to %ost&late new onesH Tac6 newl9 enco&ntered dog
strengt6ens $an9 s&Rset relations0 s&c6 as t6e one Retween
UdogV and Uani$als wit6 tailsHV A newl9 enco&ntered eQN
a$%le is %artic&larl9 interesting w6en its ver9 eQistence
disr&%ts so$e care8&ll9 organiWed 6ierarc69 or 8orces one
to reconsider eQisting relationsH 56is is w69 a dog wit6
wings wo&ld Re an eQtraordinar9 8indH
Science assembles examples and concepts and relations
into a 3n):led,e st!9*t9!e; The challenge in scientific discovery is to find new concepts and valid relations that enrich it. Essentially, scientists devote themselves to the embellishment of a <nowledge structure.

Re#resen'(')*n (n, -nference
Although inspired by examples, discovery ultimately addresses concepts. Most interesting discovery domains are
unwieldy because their examples are numerous (e.g., number theory) or ancient (e.g., astronomy) or rapidly evolving
(e.g., living flu viruses). Efficient automated discovery
therefore re@uires compact concept representations that can
be readily manipulated. When a concept summarizes only
the discovererCs limited experience in a domain, however,
relations that employ it can only be conDectures. Rather
than enumerating its examples, there are two more useful
ways to represent a concept: as a tester or as a generator.
A tester is a predicate that, when presented with an example, returns true (Gthis is an example of the conceptH) or
false (Gthis is notH). Because testers are induced from a set
of examples, they often fall prey to overgeneralization.
Consider, for example, a young child, whose discovery
domain includes everyday physical obDects. She is likely at
some point to call every four-legged creature GdogH until
told that some creature she has thus labeled is actually a
horse. (GSee the hoovesMH) At that point, the tester must be
corrected. A thoroughly corrected tester, however, may be
awkward to manage because it comes with a long list of
exceptions or a lengthy checklist at a level of granularity
that related concepts do not re@uire. Penguins, for example,
have provoked entire logics, ones that an ornithologist
would find cumbersome.
In contrast, a generator is an engine that, when executed, returns an example of the concept. Because discovery is driven by examples, concept generators that readily
create new examples are essential. Generators provide the
discoverer with experience, particularly when examples are
manipulated (e.g., graph coloring). Automated mathematical discovery programs often rely on concept definitions
that are generators (Epstein, 1988bT Lenat, 1976). An example of a generator appears in Figure 1.
The importance of generators in a knowledge structure is
well illustrated in biology. For centuries, biologists relied
on comparative morphology and behavioral criteria to form
concepts like Gfungus,H that is, to group together living
things that are similar. These elaborate testers were based
on careful scrutiny of many examples. They also provoked
arguments that went on for decades. Today, however, the
genome for a biological species is acknowledged to be its
generator. The re-definition of all biological species
Concept generator0
(A*yAy _ AEE)`(F1) where * ! V, y " G, E ! G

Figure 10 Generation of Itrees 7ith loopsJ 9edges from a verte*
to itself:. Kegin 7ith F1 L MG LNvOP E L !RP the complete graph
on one verte*P and then iterate. Each iteration either adds a loop
to a verte* already in the graph 9AEE: or introduces a ne7 verte*
9Ay: 7ith an edge 9A*y: to some verte* currently in the graph.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 20 Tester definitions could not determine 7hether 9): a
panda 7as more closely related to 9a: a raccoon or to 9c: a )ear.
Generators 9D@A: have resolved this de)ate.

through strong DNA similarity has finally resolved longstanding issues in phylogeny, including evolutionary relations among songbirds, and whether pandas are more
closely related to bears or raccoons. (See Figure 2.)
Our understanding of the physical world is for the most
part insufficient to produce unambiguous, sufficiently detailed definitions of examples. Mathematics, in contrast,
begins with clear definitions of examples, and often allows
us to formulate generators for concepts. As a result, most
automated discovery has focused on mathematics, or has
been restricted to mathematical representations for physical
obDects. For example, AM worked in set theory (Lenat,
1976) and GT in graph theory (Epstein, 1988a).
Counterexamples of testers (e.g., a dog-labeled horse)
drive their revisionT counterexamples of relations (e.g.,
winged dogs) invalidate them. Proof of a relation is more
complex. When the structure of a generator or a tester is
sufficiently transparent, discovery can use it to prove relations among concepts. With testers only of the form a ! ),
for example, one can use arithmetic principles to deduce
subset relations. Figure 3 shows how to deduce that the
sum of two even numbers is even, using a generator for
Geven.H Given procedures to manipulate algebraic representations such as the one in Figure 1, a program can prove
theorems about the sets it represents (Epstein, 1988a).
More often, however, the generator is so opa@ue that the
scientist can only examine additional examples with a
tester, and hope to detect relations inductively.

0e1r)s')cs )n 2)sc*3er4
Testers for interesting concepts are often computationally
expensive, even intractable. In that case, discovery must
find some way to enhance those testers. A tester is, after
all, an executable procedure. When, as is often the case, the
tester is of the form Gthere exists some * such that * has
Concept generator! #o %&o'uce +n e-en nu./e&0 .u12i%14
+n4 in2ege& /4 67
Theorem! #8e su. o: 2;o e-en nu./e&s is e-en7
Proof!
<ene&+2e e-en nu./e&s 6x +n' 6y :&o. nu./e&s x +n' y.
=ince 6> ? 64 @ 6A> ? 4B +n' x ? y is + nu./e&
6x ? 6y c+n /e gene&+2e' :&o. x + y
+n' 6x ? 6y is +1so e-en7
Figure C0 A proof that employs a concept generator.
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Weight learning can also support the discovery of new
heuristics. A learned, weighted combination of heuristics
for a tester is itself a new heuristic. One can also specify a
language whose expressions are interpretable as metricbased heuristics and then have a program learn weights for
them. FORR provides such a facility. The language is domain-dependent: for game playing, its expressions are generalizations of patterns that can appear on the game board;
for constraint satisfaction, they are arithmetic combinations
of metrics that underlie input heuristics. Initially, as FORR
applies its tester to examples, these expressions do not participate in decision making, but they earn weights as if they
did. Expressions that earn and maintain high weights serve
together as the metric for a single heuristic that does participate. Eventually, an outstanding individual expression
can be identified to stand on its own as a new heuristic.
Because it monitors every expression, this approach requires a language with limited expressive power. Nonetheless, it discovered a new heuristic which, exported to another program, improved search performance by as much
as 96% on a new set of larger, more challenging problems
(Epstein et al., 2002). The same approach also discovered
forks for a non-trivial board game (Epstein, 2001). Thus,
learning to identify effective heuristics for a tester both
identifies good metrics and representations and gives rise
to new heuristics and new metrics.
Because much of problem solving can be recast as concept membership testing, the discovery of new heuristics is
important. “3-color this graph” can be construed as “is this
graph an example of 3-colorable?” and “play checkers
well” as “is checkers an example of a draw game?” From
this perspective, discovery is indeed a more general form
of problem solving, as observed earlier, one that focuses on
sets of examples rather than individual ones.

Challenges in Discovery
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